Late life major depression (LLMD) is frequently associated with cognitive impairment, and increases the risk for subsequent dementia. Cerebrovascular disease, Alzheimer's disease (AD), and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) have all been hypothesized to contribute to this increased risk, though prospective studies have yet to examine these hypotheses with autopsy confirmation of the clinical diagnoses. The aim of this study is to examine the rates of cerebrovascular, AD, and DLB pathology among the first 10 participants in an LLMD brain tissue donation program. Subjects' psychiatric diagnoses and cognitive status were prospectively determined during their participation in clinical research protocols of the Intervention Research Center for Late Life Mood Disorders. After death, final clinical diagnoses were made using all clinical information, while blind to neuropathologic diagnoses. Neuropathologic assessments were conducted blind to final clinical diagnoses. Rates of neuropathology were compared with those in a cohort of subjects with dementia, without a history of LLMD, participating in an Alzheimer Disease Research Center. Seven (70%) subjects had evidence of onset of a dementia prior to death. LLMD with dementia was significantly associated with a neuropathologic diagnosis of AD. Cerebrovascular disease and DLB pathology were also frequent in the LLMD subjects with dementia, and were found in an LLMD subject without dementia. Rates of AD, DLB, and cerebrovascular disease were similar to those in the comparison subjects. These preliminary findings suggest that AD is the predominant neuropathologic condition in LLMD subjects with dementia. Further assessment of the role of comorbid cerebrovascular disease and comorbid DLB is needed.
INTRODUCTION
Late life major depression (LLMD) is one of the most frequent psychiatric syndromes and a major source of excess morbidity and disability in the elderly Conwell, 1996) . Though major depression can cause cognitive symptoms in adults of all ages, the relationship between LLMD and cognitive impairment is particularly complex. Significant cognitive impairment occurs in more than half of LLMD subjects during an episode of depression (Butters et al, 2004) . Though these deficits may be improved by treatment, impaired patients' cognitive functioning often does not completely normalize, especially in the areas of memory, executive function and information-processing speed (Butters et al, 2000; Nebes et al, 2003) . Even among subjects without measurable cognitive impairment, once their depressive episode remits, subsequent onset of a dementia is frequent (Alexopoulos et al, 1993) . Additionally, a history of major depression, without specification of episode-related cognitive impairment, is a risk factor for subsequent onset of dementia (Green et al, 2003) . Thus, a diagnosis of LLMD, like one of mild cognitive impairment, may serve to identify a high-risk group that would benefit from initiation of therapies with the goal of delaying or preventing the onset of dementia (Nebes et al, 2003; Butters et al, 2004) . This goal is hampered by the lack of knowledge regarding the neuropathology of dementia subsequent to LLMD. Both cerebrovascular disease and Alzheimer's disease (AD) have been hypothesized to underlie the onset of dementia in LLMD subjects (Alexopoulos et al, 1993; Krishnan and Gadde, 1996; Thomas et al, 2001; O'Brien et al, 2001) . It should similarly be noted that recent efforts to refine the clinical definition of dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) have emphasized major depression, in addition to psychotic symptoms, as a common behavioral manifestation of DLB pathology (McKeith et al, 1999; Lopez et al, 2000c) . However, the empiric database examining the neuropathology of LLMD to date has been limited to a cohort without the onset of dementia O'Brien et al, 2001 ).
Clearly, resolving whether dementia in LLMD subjects results from AD, DLB, or cerebrovascular pathology would be best accomplished by prospective characterization of dementia onset in LLMD subjects, with autopsy confirmation of clinical diagnoses. To address these issues, we established a brain tissue donation program for a cohort of elderly patients who were carefully characterized antemortem with regard to diagnosis, clinical characteristics, neuropsychological functioning, medical comorbidity, treatment response, and illness course (McFarland et al, 2000; Butters et al, 2004) . Subjects who agreed to participate were followed prospectively until death. The structure of the brain tissue donation consent process, protocols for brain harvesting, brain dissection, and tissue storage were modeled on those of the University of Pittsburgh Alzheimer Disease Research Center (ADRC) and Conte Center for the Neuroscience of Mental Disorders. We now describe the neuropathologic findings from the first 10 such individuals to undergo brain autopsy. To explore whether rates of AD, DLB, or cerebrovascular pathology were altered in LLMD with dementia, findings were contrasted with those of a contemporaneous group of elderly subjects presenting to the ADRC with a diagnosis of a dementia, and without any lifetime history of mood disorder.
METHODS

Subjects
All LLMD subjects had consented to be participants in the University of Pittsburgh Mental Health Intervention Research Center for Late Life Mood Disorders (MHIRC/ LLMD) Brain Tissue Donation Program. Participants in the Brain Tissue Donation Program included individuals diagnosed with a mood or anxiety disorder and who had participated in clinical studies affiliated with the MHIRC/ LLMD. A more detailed description of the MHIRC/LLMD Brain Tissue Donation Program recruitment and consent procedures has been previously provided (McFarland et al, 2000) . The comparison group of individuals had participated in the ADRC. All research interventions were conducted using protocols approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board.
Diagnostic and clinical assessments for the LLMD subjects were specific to the clinical protocols in which each subject participated while alive. All subjects received a structured psychiatric diagnostic interview using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (First et al, 1997) . All information available from the patient, family members and caregivers, physicians and clinicians was considered when determining diagnoses. In order to obtain a complete ascertainment of all mood and anxiety symptoms, 'skip-outs' were not used for the Mood Disorders and Anxiety Disorders sections of the SCID. For most subjects, the completed SCID form and ratings from the 17-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD; Hamilton, 1960) , the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS; Overall and Gorham, 1962) and the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein et al, 1975) were reviewed at a consensus diagnosis conference involving at least three research psychiatrists and the research staff, held during the subject's participation in the clinical study, to obtain and document information on past and current psychiatric symptoms and lifetime and current Axis I diagnoses according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV (DSM IV) criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) .
All LLMD subjects participated in intervention protocols that included an acute treatment phase, and for some protocols a continuation or maintenance phase, during which subjects were evaluated at intervals as specified in these protocols (Reynolds III et al, 1999; Bump et al, 2001; Mulsant et al, 2001a, b) . These assessments included the HRSD, BPRS, and MMSE. Additional assessments of cognitive function specific to each protocol included the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (DRS; Mattis, 1976) and the Executive Interview (EXIT; Royall et al, 1992) . Some subjects also received a battery of neuropsychologic tests described in detail elsewhere (Butters et al, 2004) . Subjects with evidence of cognitive decline, defined by clinically evident cognitive deterioration and/or a DRS score p130 after resolution of depression, were referred to the ADRC, where they underwent a diagnostic assessment and neuropsychological test battery which has been described in detail elsewhere (Becker et al, 1994; Lopez et al, 2000b; Sweet et al, 2000) . After participation in an intervention protocol, LLMD subjects were re-evaluated annually with the HRSD, BPRS, and MMSE. Those subjects who additionally completed the neuropsychological test battery had these tests repeated.
Of the first 11 participants in the LLMD brain tissue donation program to die, families provided post-mortem consent and brains were harvested from 10 subjects. After death, a final consensus diagnosis conference was held for these 10 subjects, involving at least two research psychiatrists, a research neuropsychologist, and the research staff who treated the subject. Diagnosis of a cognitive disorder was only made when there was evidence for cognitive impairments while mood symptoms were stable in partial or complete remission. Final diagnoses utilized all available clinical data, but were conducted blind to the neuropathologic findings. A summary of the demographic and clinical characteristics of the subjects, and the assessments conducted, is presented in Table 1 .
Comparison subjects were selected from among participants in the ADRC who had autopsy between January 1, 1998 and July 1, 2003. The diagnostic evaluations conducted in ADRC participants have been described previously (Becker et al, 1994; Sweet et al, 2000; Lopez et al, 2000a, b) . These evaluations include psychiatric assessment by a research psychiatrist using a semi-structured interview (Mezzich et al, 1989) and the HRSD at the time of initial presentation and annual follow-up assessments. Comparison subjects were restricted to those who were diagnosed with a late-onset dementia, defined by an age of onset greater than or equal to age 60, and who had no lifetime diagnosis of a mood disorder, that is, no mood disorder or episode preceding, concurrent with, or subsequent to onset of the cognitive disorder.
Brain Autopsy and Fixation
The brain was removed intact at the time of autopsy, weighed, and examined grossly. The brainstem and cerebellum were removed. The cerebral hemispheres were divided in the mid-sagittal line. The right cerebral hemisphere was blocked coronally at 1.0-2.0 cm intervals and examined for any gross pathology; then, samples were rapidly frozen and stored at À801C. The left hemisphere was reserved for immersion in fixative and sampling for histopathology using a protocol that underwent modification during the interval in which subjects were autopsied. In the first five LLMD subjects (110247, 45751, 110311, 110433, 45685) , the left hemisphere was immersed in 10% buffered formalin for 7-14 days, at which time 1-2 cm coronal slabs were cut through the hemisphere and samples for histopathology (as described below) were removed. In the subsequent LLMD subjects (110380, 114181, 110454, 114296, 110309) , the left hemisphere was blocked coronally at 1.0-2.0 cm intervals, immersed in ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer for 48 h, washed in a graded series of sucrose solutions, and stored in an antifreeze solution at À301C until samples were removed for histopathology. All ADRC subjects underwent the former procedure.
Neuropathologic Characterization
The coronal slabs from the fixed left hemisphere were visually inspected by a neuropathologist (RLH) and sampled in a protocol based on the anatomic guidelines detailed by the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease (CERAD) (Mirra et al, 1991) . The sampled regions of interest included the middle and superior frontal gyri (A), the anterior cingulate gyrus and caudate head (B), the hippocampus at level of lateral geniculate (E) (110247, 45751, 110433, 45685, 110380, 114296) or at its first rostral appearance (R) (110311, 114181, 110454, 110309) , substantia nigra (G), inferior parietal cortex (K), superior temporal gyrus (L), primary visual cortex (M), and amygdala and transentorhinal cortex (O). For each region, the determination of from which coronal slab it should be sampled, among those in which the region appeared, was made using a randomization scheme to facilitate future unbiased quantification of the remaining tissue. Other identified lesions were placed in additional cassettes. All sampled regions of interest were paraffinembedded, and sectioned at 6 mm for all staining procedures, except Bielschowsky stains which were performed on 8 mm sections. A section from all blocks was stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Bielschowsky stains were performed on blocks A, B, E, K, L, M, O, and R. Anti-bA4 peptide stains were performed on blocks A, B, E, O, and R. Anti-ubiquitin and anti-alpha-synuclein immunolabeling was performed on blocks A, B, G, K, L, M, and O to detect Lewy bodies. Sections were also evaluated for spongiosis, neuronal loss, gliosis, or other lesions, and for determination of Braak Stage (Braak and Braak, 1995) . bA4 staining confirmed the presence of beta-A4 amyloid deposits in the brain. Neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles were semiquantitatively scored per CERAD criteria (Mirra et al, 1991) .
Vascular pathology was evaluated in all cases in several ways, including: (1) visual inspection of the severity of atherosclerosis in large cerebral arteries; (2) semiquantitative rating of the proportion of white matter blood vessels showing amyloid angiopathy in bA4 immunostained sections from block A; (3) recording of the number, location, and size of grossly visible infarcts; and, (4) detection of microscopic gray matter infarcts. These evaluations were supplemented with semiquantitative ratings of the severity of perivascular rarefaction, hypertensive vasculopathy, and white matter pallor. Hypertensive vasculopathy, perivascular rarefaction, and diffuse white matter pallor were assessed on the hematoxylin and eosin-stained section of block A containing white matter of the centrum semi-ovale at the level of the head of the caudate nucleus. Hypertensive vasculopathy was defined by fibrosis of small-and mediumsized vessels in the white matter, and was considered mild when less than approximately 10% of vessels were affected, moderate when 10-75% of vessels were affected, and severe when 475% of vessels were affected. Perivascular rarefaction was defined by widening of the perivascular spaces around the vessels in the white matter without significant reactive gliosis or numerous foamy macrophages. A large perivascular space was defined as greater than the diameter of the blood vessel. Perivascular rarefaction was considered mild when less than approximately 10% of vessels were affected by small to medium increases in the perivascular space, moderate when 10-50% of vessels were so affected or up to 20% of vessels had large perivascular spaces, and severe in cases exceeding moderate. Diffuse white matter pallor was assessed by comparing the tinctorial staining properties of the deep white matter relative to the surrounding cortical gray matter. Diffuse white matter pallor was considered mild when staining was diminished but still darker than the surrounding gray matter, moderate when staining intensity was similar to the surrounding gray matter, and severe when staining intensity was less than that of the surrounding gray matter. As assessments of perivascular rarefaction, hypertensive vasculopathy, and white matter pallor were recently implemented, they were not available for all subjects, but were completed for all LLMD cases and the subset of ADRC cases matched on dementia duration.
Following upon the neuropathologic assessment described above, both clinical neuropathologic diagnoses and research neuropathologic diagnoses were generated. For LLMD subjects, these diagnoses were made blind to the final clinical diagnoses. Diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer Disease were as per CERAD (Mirra et al, 1991) . Diagnostic criteria and scoring of Dementia with Lewy Bodies was as per the consensus guidelines for the clinical and pathologic diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies criteria (McKeith et al, 1996) .
Statistical Analyses
All analyses were conducted using SPSS (SPSS Inc., 1999) . Comparisons of rates of AD, DLB, and cerebrovascular disease pathology between LLMD subjects with and without subsequent dementia used Fisher's exact test. Comparisons of rates of these pathologies between LLMD and ADRC subjects used Chi-Square and Fisher's exact test as appropriate. Analysis of variance was used to compare ratings of the severity of neocortical neuritic plaque, neurofibrillary tangle, and vascular pathology between LLMD and ADRC subjects diagnosed with AD. 
RESULTS
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the LLMD subjects are summarized in Table 1 . Nine of the 10 LLMD subjects received an initial clinical diagnosis of major depression, with one subject diagnosed with bipolar illness. All subjects had first onset of mood disorder in late life. One subject (#6) received an initial clinical diagnosis of major depression single episode, moderate without psychotic features. In this subject, though some evidence of cognitive impairment was present at the time of initial assessment (MMSE ¼ 23), it was attributed to major depression and no additional cognitive diagnosis was given. At the postmortem consensus diagnostic conference for this subject, after reviewing the entire course of mood disorder and cognitive decline, it was determined that these earlier cognitive symptoms were the initial symptoms of dementia of the Alzheimer's type. In addition to this subject, six additional subjects received a post-mortem consensus diagnosis of a dementia, and one subject was diagnosed with amnestic disorder. Two subjects had no clinical evidence of any cognitive disorder. The duration of longitudinal follow-up in these subjects from initial study entry to the time of death ranged from 7 to 89 months (median 57 months). One subject (114181) had an unspecified cerebral ischemic event. Several subjects demonstrated mild to moderate extrapyramidal symptoms of tremor (110247, 114181, 110454, 45751, 110311, 114296, 110309) , hypokinesia (110454, 114296), or rigidity (114181, 110311) at some point during follow-up. Two subjects developed a psychotic disorder characterized by visual hallucinations (45751, 110311).
Neuropathologic diagnoses for the 10 LLMD subjects are summarized in Table 2 . AD pathology was present in six (60%) subjects. Lewy Body pathology was present in five (50%) subjects, including three of the seven subjects with extrapyramidal symptoms, and the two subjects with visual hallucinations. Strokes were present in four (40%) subjects, including the one with a history of a cerebral ischemic event. Evidence of vascular changes other than stroke was limited in the LLMD subjects. One subject (110247) had severe hypertensive vasculopathy, with mild diffuse white matter pallor, perivascular rarefaction, and amyloid angiopathy. Subject 110380 had severe amyloid angiopathy in conjunction with mild hypertensive vasculopathy. Subject 110454 had moderate hypertensive vasculopathy, with mild amyloid angiopathy. No other subjects had more than mild scores on any of these measures. No patients had evidence of mesial temporal sclerosis, and no subjects had evidence of any other neurodegenerative disorder. Of interest, Lewy body pathology was present in one subject without a clinical diagnosis of any cognitive disorder (subject #10, Figure 1 ). The distribution of Lewy body pathology in this subject was also somewhat atypical, with sparse pathology of the substantia nigra, dorsal raphe nucleus, and amygdala, and more severe involvement of the nucleus basalis of Meynert.
When considering the 7/10 LLMD subjects with a clinical diagnosis of a dementia, six (86%) had AD pathology, DLB was present in four (57%), and four (57%) had cerebrovascular pathology. Even in this small sample, the association between a clinical diagnosis of dementia and the presence of AD pathology was significant (exact p ¼ 0.03). In contrast, See text for diagnostic criteria used for diagnoses of Alzheimer's disease and dementia with Lewy bodies, and staging with DLB score and Braak score.
neither DLB nor cerebrovascular pathology frequency differed significantly between LLMD subjects with and without dementia (exact p ¼ 0.6 and 1.0, respectively). A total of 56 ADRC subjects met our criteria for inclusion as comparison subjects. Mean (SD) age at death of the ADRC subjects was 81.2 (6.8), not significantly different from LLMD subjects (85.1 (7.4), F 1 ¼ 2.8, p ¼ 0.1). In all, 28 (50%) of ADRC subjects were male, a significantly higher frequency than the LLMD subjects (w 1 2 ¼ 5.5, p ¼ 0.02). Nearly all (96%) ADRC subjects were Caucasian, which did not differ from the LLMD group (exact p ¼ 1.0). The mean duration of dementia in the ADRC cohort was 499 (201) weeks, significantly longer than in the seven LLMD subjects with dementia (LLMD ¼ 158 (116), F 1 ¼ 19.1, po0.001).
The neuropathologic diagnoses for the ADRC subjects are shown in Table 3 . The rate of AD pathology did not differ significantly from the rate of AD in the LLMD subjects with subsequent dementia, though this rate was significantly higher than in the total LLMD group. No other neuropathologic process differed in frequency between the ADRC and LLMD subjects. Among LLMD subjects with AD, comorbid DLB or cerebrovascular disease was present in 100%, slightly, though nonsignificantly, higher than the rate of 84% in the ADRC subjects with AD.
As AD was the predominant neuropathology in LLMD subjects with dementia, we compared the severity of neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles pathology in the LLMD subjects with AD with that found in the 50 ADRC subjects with a neuropathologic diagnosis of AD, to determine whether these features were differentially expressed in the LLMD subjects with dementia. Mean (SD) neuritic plaque scores in the LLMD subjects with AD were 4.3 (1.0), 4.3 (1.0), 4.0 (1.1), 4.0 (1.1), and 2.0 (2.0) in the entorhinal cortex, middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal cortex, superior temporal gyrus, and occipital cortex, respectively. The corresponding values in ADRC subjects were 4.8 (0.74), 4.8 (0.77), 4.6 (1.1), 4.7 (0.91), and 4.3 (1.4). Only the neuritic plaque scores in the occipital cortex differed significantly between groups (F 1 ¼ 12.5, p ¼ 0.001). Mean (SD) neurofibrillary tangle scores in the LLMD subjects with dementia were 4.3 (1.0), 1.2 (1.9), 1.2 (1.5), 1.5 (1.8), and 0 (0) in the entorhinal cortex, middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal cortex, superior temporal gyrus, and occipital cortex, respectively, with corresponding values in ADRC subjects of 4.6 (1.1), 3.8 (1.8), 4.0 (1.8), 4.1 (1.7), and 1.9 (1.9). Scores in the middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal cortex, superior temporal gyrus, and occipital cortex differed significantly between groups (F 1 ¼ 11.8, 
As these differences in severity might result from the significantly different durations of dementia in the LLMD and ADRC subjects with AD, we re-examined these severity scores, limiting the ADRC subjects to those with a duration of dementia less than or equal to the longest duration observed in the LLMD subjects (334 weeks). The mean duration of dementia in these 11 ADRC subjects was 255 (72) weeks, though still significantly longer than in the LLMD subjects (F 1 ¼ 5.0, po0.04). Only the difference in severity in neuritic plaques in occipital cortex remained significant (ADRC ¼ 4.0 (1.6), F 1 ¼ 5.1, p ¼ 0.04). We also completed assessments of hypertensive vasculopathy, diffuse white matter pallor, perivascular rarefaction, and amyloid angiopathy for these 11 subjects. Severity scores for these vascular pathologies did not differ between the ADRC subjects and the LLMD subjects, though there was a trend towards less severe amyloid angiopathy in the LLMD subjects (LLMD ¼ 0.6 (1.0), ADRC ¼ 1.6 (1.3), F 1 ¼ 4.3, p ¼ 0.052; all other p40.4). When considering only the LLMD subjects with AD, none of the comparisons approached significance (all p40.3).
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to characterize neuropathologic diagnoses in a group of LLMD subjects with dementia. We found that 6/7 LLMD subjects with dementia met neuropathologic criteria for a diagnosis of AD. Of the LLMD subjects without a dementia, the one subject to demonstrate mild neuritic plaque pathology in the hippocampus, not sufficient for a neuropathologic diagnosis of AD, had evidence of mild cognitive impairment and was diagnosed clinically with an amnestic disorder. The association between AD neuropathologic changes and dementia in the LLMD subjects was significant, though it should be interpreted cautiously due to limitations of the small sample. Similarly, rates of AD were high and not significantly different between LLMD subjects with dementia and dementia subjects without a history of mood disorder. Postmortem evidence of cerebrovascular pathology and DLB were also common in LLMD subjects, though their frequencies did not significantly differ from those observed in the dementia comparison group without a history of mood disorder.
Clearly, the present study is limited by the small sample size, and must be seen as preliminary in nature. Strengths of the study, however, include the availability of prospective research diagnoses of mood disorders for all subjects, and the longitudinal follow-up with identification of onset of dementia. In this regard, it is important to note that because LLMD subjects were evaluated during and after participation in treatment studies, the clinical determination of dementia presence could be made at a time when mood symptoms were absent or minimal. An important additional strength of the neuropathologic assessments was the use of antibodies directed against alpha-synuclein to detect the presence of Lewy bodies, as it appears to be more sensitive than reliance on hematoxylin and eosin staining, or on labeling with antibodies to ubiquitin (Hamilton, 2000) .
A number of studies have found an association of LLMD with an increased risk of clinically diagnosed AD (Kral and Emery, 1989; Jorm et al, 1991; Kokmen et al, 1991; Alexopoulos et al, 1993; van Duijn et al, 1994; Speck et al, 1995; Devanand et al, 1996; Green et al, 2003) . Though autopsy confirmation is seen as the 'gold standard' for AD diagnosis, in most clinical research settings a clinical diagnosis of AD is an excellent proxy, with autopsy confirmation rates generally reported between 85 and 100% (Becker et al, 1994; Gearing et al, 1995; Lopez et al, 2000a, b) . Thus, to the extent that LLMD increases the risk for subsequent dementia in clinical studies, the predominant underlying pathologic process is likely to be AD. Our preliminary observation that AD was the most common neuropathologic diagnosis in LLMD subjects with dementia can be seen as consistent with this interpretation. If this preliminary association is confirmed, an important remaining question will be what accounts for the increased risk for AD in LLMD. For example, LLMD does not appear to be associated with increased rates of APOE4 , the only identified genetic risk factor for late-onset AD.
The increased dementia risk in LLMD might be mediated by neuropathologic comorbidities. Both cerebrovascular lesions (Snowdon et al, 2003) and DLB pathology Two subjects were diagnosed with motor neuron disease inclusion dementia. One subject each was diagnosed with frontotemporal dementia, progressive supranuclear palsy, and atypical dementia. (Haroutunian et al, 2000; Serby et al, 2003) have been reported to be additive with AD pathology in generating cognitive symptoms. In none of our LLMD dementia subjects was AD the sole neuropathologic process present, as comorbid cerebrovascular lesions or DLB pathology were present in all cases. Cerebrovascular and DLB pathology were also present in an LLMD subject prior to any onset of dementia. In one LLMD subject with dementia, DLB was the only neuropathologic diagnosis. These findings are consistent with the possibility that cerebrovascular and DLB pathology may contribute to the manifestation of LLMD, and to the onset of dementia in LLMD subjects. Neuropathologic characterization of an enlarged sample of LLMD subjects with and without dementia, and including elderly control subjects with neither LLMD nor dementia, will be necessary to clarify the role of these pathologies in LLMD. Design of brainbanking procedures, as implemented in the our protocol, to allow for quantification of these pathologic features using unbiased stereologic methods may further enhance the ability to detect meaningful clinicopathologic correlations (Bussiere et al, 2002) . Alternatively, the mediator between LLMD and increased risk for AD may be a process not captured by conventional neuropathologic assessments. For example, Rajkowska et al (1999) reported that the density of reactive astrocytes in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex area 9 was highly correlated with age and duration of illness in subjects with major depression. Reactive astrocytes are integral components of the neuritic plaques of AD, and appear to participate in the early development of these lesions (Pike et al, 1995; Styren et al, 1998) . If reactive astrocytes are increased in LLMD, they may accelerate the process of development of neuritic plaques, and hence AD.
In summary, we report preliminary results from an ongoing clinicopathologic study of LLMD. AD was the predominant neuropathologic diagnosis in LLMD subjects with dementia, though neuropathologic evidence of DLB and cerebrovascular disease were also frequent. These preliminary observations require confirmation in an expanded cohort of subjects, including subjects with neither LLMD nor dementia. Further quantitative studies directed at elucidating the mechanism(s) underlying the association of AD with LLMD are warranted.
